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Näkymättömän pommin purkaja
Disarmer of an invisible bomb (by Jarmo Huida)
Women are second class citizens, says artist Alysse Stepanian, who curated Pori Art Museum’s
exhibition of video art by Iranian women. They make visible the things the West doesn’t want to see.
Video art by twenty Iranian women artists fills the Wing of Pori Art Museum with
strong images and stories.
They are all Iranian. True. And they are all women. True.
Exhibition curator, artist Alysse Stepanian defies the idea that nationality or gender
have significant roles in the exhibition. And finally – only six of the artists work solely in Iran. Two
operate both in Iran and in the USA and the rest have moved to Europe or USA.
Alysse Stepanian left Iran right after the 1979 revolution and the removal of the Shah,
and hasn’t returned since.
So curating the exhibition – with co-curator Neda Darzi from Iran – meant a mental
return to home for her.
- When I left Iran as a teenager my relations there were cut off completely. This
exhibition has somehow meant the return back. I found myself again and it solved many unfinished
businesses: What it is to be a woman, what it is to come where I came from. It is very difficult to
leave the country where you grew up. I have dear memories of Iran but the distance soon wiped
them away. I began to forget my own language, farsi. Although I was born in an Armenian family,
farsi was the easier language for me, says Alysse Stepanian.
Of all the places in the world, Alysse Stepanian met Neda Darzi on Facebook. Neda
Darzi curates Iranian contemporary art on her Persbook Art –website. Alysse Stepanian loved her
work.
In 2009, Alysse Stepanian had just founded the video art and multimedia program
Manipulated Image, when she came up with the idea of inviting Neda Darzi to co-curate a video art
show by Iranian women. Hence Nietzsche was a man, an exhibition with a strong statement, was
born
- Our ideas are universal. The core of the exhibition is the fact that as social beings we
give away certain liberties. We’re not aware of it, because we’re programmed at birth to assimilate
and accept the social structures, which serves to benefit a very limited elite. Structures exist to
maintain the status quo.
Alysse Stepanian doesn’t speak about politics, religion, race, nationality or gender per
se.
- When an exhibition has women representing only one nationality, someone can see it
repeating the same stereotyped thinking we want to criticize, says Alysse Stepanian.
That is why she wanted to define the exhibition on Iranian women and use it as a
stepping stone to break formal thinking.
- Hierarchic structures are maintained for example by comparing so called western
accomplishments and civilization to so called third world countries.

For Alysse Stepanian mental borders are more dangerous than physical ones, because
mental borders stay unrecognized.
- Just the idea of nations is a form of hierarchy, although a nation consists of different
kinds of people and different ways of thinking and both women and men. We have more
alternatives to demand change, if we recognize the existing of these borders, and that is the goal of
my project.
Even as a teenager growing up in Iran made Alysse Stepanian recognize that
something was wrong, although the country was run by a western sympathizing shah.
- It had nothing to do with where I lived and where I was raised. I felt strongly the
difference between women and men, and I didn’t like it. I didn’t want to be, quote, the other gender.
It made me angry.
Moving to the USA as a teenager didn’t help her agony at all.
- My first impression of the USA was that women are treated the same way as they are
in Iran, they just don’t realize it. They were treated as sex objects and discriminated by their looks,
not their intelligence.
Alysse Stepanian says she was searching for herself for a long time, until she found
art. The journey to Nietzsche was a man –exhibition has still been a long, subconscious process. At
some point she gave up painting, objects became a burden that she wanted to get rid of. Video art
was the solution that led her back to life away from the canvas limited by brushstrokes.
- We have created an anthropocentric world where humans are the center of the
universe. We destroy and murder living creatures without compassion because we are programmed
to do so. People aren’t naturally cruel.
How can we disarm this bomb then?
- Women must take control of the power.

Women in power
Iranian video artist Alysse Stepanian compares women and
animals. Sexism and oppression of other species are related to each
other and are the product of the same oppressive system.
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